NYU SHANGHAI BOOST FUND
NYU Shanghai recognizes that faculty who receive strong funding support are more likely to
progress quickly in their research. To further the success of faculty research, the NYU Shanghai
Boost Fund will match faculty member’s external competitive awards to maximize available
funding.
Eligibility
All Tenured and Tenure-track PIs with successful, eligible external competitive awards to NYU
Shanghai can apply1.

Budget
Faculty with eligible external competitive awards can request matching funds, equivalent to 50%
of the direct award funded, up to a maximum of RMB 400,000. However, faculty who
significantly underspent (>20%) their last closed-out grant will likely receive a substantially
reduced amount of matching funds, if any.

Apply
Requests should be submitted electronically as a single PDF document to
shanghai.researchgrants@nyu.edu, using the following subject line format:
Boost Fund_PI name_grant number (if there is a grant number)
The request should include:
• A completed NYU Shanghai Boost Fund Application (see template provided)
• A copy of the sponsor’s award notification letter of the associated external award

Deadline
Application deadlines are one year from the official grant start day (e.g., if the official grant start
date is September 1st, 2021, the deadline will be August 31st, 2022).
Generally, we encourage faculty to submit applications to the NYU Shanghai Boost Fund during
the same academic year that the award is made.
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The Office of Research keeps a record of funding streams that are excluded from this program.
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Decision and Award Administration
Before making a final decision, the Office of Research will consult the faculty’s dean. As
recipients of the NYU Shanghai Boost Fund, faculty will be required to acknowledge the funding
for any resulting publications or presentations as follows:
"This project was supported in whole (or in part) by the NYU Shanghai Boost Fund.”
No additional reports will be required.
Inquiries
Please direct inquiries to shanghai.researchgrants@nyu.edu.
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